
Creative Society Design

Designing a creative society, where everyone's ability brilliantly shines.
An intellectual odyssey towards achieving rich quality of life by integrating and 
transcending science, technology and art.
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▪Overview:

The creative society design research area aims to design a creative society, where everyone can lead a radiant 
and enriched life, we will take an intellectual odyssey that integrates and transcends science, technology, and art, 
approaching it from both the human element and the machine element (or both analog and digital elements). 
Specifically, we will conduct: 1) research on information technology and interaction related to expression and 
collaborative activities that take human creativity into account; 2) research on social systems using simulation 
technology and network science to realize safety and security; and 3) research on design that brings innovation 
in products and services by incorporating human sensibilities and values. Through these three research areas, we 
aim to realize a human society in which everyone can contribute to innovation to improve QoL (Quality of Life) 
and achieve the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals).

▪Keywords:

Creativity Support, Social Network, Design Thinking, Human Computer Interaction, Media Interaction, 
Visual Computing, Disaster Science, Resilience Engineering, Network Science, Collaboration, Intercultural 
Communication, Pervasive Technology, Embodied Cognition, STEAM Education, Data Science/AI Applications

▪Education policy:

This research area promotes interdisciplinary research that spans a variety of specialized fields, including 
information systems, mathematical systems, interaction, media, design, and skill science, with the aim of realizing 
a creative society in which everyone can play an active role. Therefore, we look forward to the participation of 
students who are full of creativity and have the spirit to integrate and transcend science, technology, and art. In 
education, students have research and development of social systems using Information Systems, Data Science, 
and AI technology, etc. to support people's intellectual activities, and design research on various products and 
services. They will become advanced scientific and technological human resources, who can integrate human 
factors and science and technology, and they will contribute to Society 5.0-type innovation based on the premise 
of improving QoL and achieving the SDGs.A4の1/3程度 A4 210 * 297 mm => 210* 92mm 

情報システム・数理システム・インタラクション・メディア・デザイン・スキ
ルサイエンス等の多様な専門分野を融合・超越できる研究環境 

A research environment that integrates and transcends diverse disciplines such as information systems, mathematical systems, 
interaction, media, design, and skill science.



Creative Society Design

Professor FUJINAMI Tsutomu searching for knowledge in between mind and body

Professor HAYASHI Yukio Join us to explore future design of stronger networks in disasters and daily life.

Professor MIYATA Kazunori Make it fun with media technology

Vice President NAGAI Yukari Challenge to solve the social problems using Design Thinking

Professor NISHIMOTO Kazushi Creating novel media for creation, expression and communication to make 
people more creative

Professor YUIZONO Takaya Technology for Collaboration & Creative Society　~ Creativity, Community, and 
Culture ~

Associate Professor GOKON Hideomi Optimize disaster management with big data

Associate Professor KANAI Hideaki ICT R&D for next-generation human-centered computing which enriches 
human activities in everyday life

Associate Professor LAM Chi Yung Risk and Disaster Management for Safe and Secure Society

Associate Professor SATO Toshiki Explore exciting experiences in the field of HCI!

Senior Lecturer XIE Haoran Augmenting Human Capabilities with User Interfaces

Senior Lecturer TAKASHIMA Kentaro Research and development of methods and tools to support creative work 
activity


